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Introduction

How do we make organizational conflict work for us? In the 1920s, Mary Parker Follett
asked herself this very question. It’s a question we still find ourselves asking today. Follett’s
proposed answer was “integrative bargaining”, a concept she likened to playing a violin: apply
the bow to the strings, and create friction. When it’s played properly, you achieve beautiful
music.

The 20th
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integrative bargaining is accomplished through a genuine understanding of what the concept
means and where it comes from. In writing this paper, I wish to fill this gap in the academic
literature.

A historical examination of the source and growth of integrative bargaining allows us to
understand why this concept is facing renewed study today. As we attempt to negotiate and
mediate contemporary conflicts, it is important to draw on options and theories of both
contemporary and historic importance. Indeed, these categories often converge. Understanding
the intellectual history of integrative bargaining will prevent us from “re-inventing the wheel”
and allow us to use this concept to gain deeper insight into why organizational disputes become
so adversarial. Further, the contemporary applications of integrative bargaining flows beyond
the boundaries of organizational relations. Though it is beyond the scope of this paper, it is
important to note that integrative bargaining can also be used to provide insight into how to
approach intractable conflicts at the national and international levels.

Chapter one looks at what integrative bargaining means, where this concept comes from,
and how it spread among academics in the early 20th century. Chapter two unpacks the direct and
indirect development of integrative bargaining, specifically through the human relations
movement, management theory, negotiation theory and cooperation theory. Chapter three looks
at the development of integrative bargaining in the late 20 th century, that is, in the win-win era of
the 1980s, and within the fields of creativity theory and conflict theory. This chapter also looks at
the challenges of integrative bargaining, and where it is today. I conclude this paper with my
reflections on the historical theme of my research, and key insights.

Chapter One: Fresh Air Without the Draft2

The principle of integrative bargaining grew out of philosophic and psychological
concepts of the late 19th century. The practical conditions of 20th century American
organizational relations brought the intellectual principle of integration into the realm of
management theory and business consultation. It was a radical concept that challenged the
adversarial model that dominated labour relations for most of the 20 th century.

In this chapter I define and map the conceptual landscape of integrative bargaining.
Secondly, I present its origins, theoretical underpinnings, and early intellectual propagation. I
conclude by outlining the socio-political context from which integrative bargaining emerged, the
reality of which left integrative bargaining in the shadow of distributive methods of
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1.1 Defining Integrative Bargaining

The concept of integrative bargaining holds many definitions. However, it often begins
with a similar central belief, namely, that people can connect their ideas to those of others to
create new ideas. This is the creative process of human interaction, a process that promotes
growth and transformation. Indeed, this central belief was the cornerstone of Mary Parker
Follett’s work, and the premise of her book Creative Experience (1924).3 Follett’s Creative
Experience received considerable attention from academics and business people of her time.
After its publication, Follett began lecturing on the principle of integration and how to create
constructive conflict in the workplace.

Based on Follett’s work, I find the integrative bargaining approach rests on five premises:
first, conflict is natural and potentially functional; second, adversaries can approach conflict in a
joint manner; third, conflict management and resolution is affected by power relations; fourth,
interpersonal dynamics figure largely when negotiating conflict situations; and, fifth, there is no
need for compromise.

In much of her work, Follett fails to provide a clear and concise definition of integrative
bargaining, yet she successfully provides ample description of the conceptual landscape in which
it resides.  In this paper, I draw on Pauline Graham’s definition of integrative bargaining, which
Graham provides based on careful study of Follett’s work. Integrative bargaining is the principle
of integration applied to organizational relations. It is a bargaining principle, which asserts the
validity of all parties in dispute, and promotes conditions for the creation of a new entity,
situation, or perspective for the purpose of sustainable conflict resolution (Graham 1996: 67-81).

Other definitions of integrative bargaining are put forth by Barrett, Banks, and Buntz. For
Banks, integrative bargaining “is based on win-win thinking and emphasizes the importance of
working together in spite of differences to maximize the reward (1987: 67). Similarly, Barrett
defines integrative bargaining as “win-win” bargaining. Barrett argues that win-win bargaining
“is based on principles and requires collaborative behaviours; it emphasizes integrative rather
than distributive solutions; it sees mutual gains; it draws on the best practice of traditional
bargaining” (1990: 40).

Buntz explains that “Follett initiated the idea of integrated bargaining, and it is this
concept that forms the core of the principled, or interests-based
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clear differentiation between “compromise” and “integration.” Integration does not imply
compromise. Integration operates within a creative framework and is the construction of
solutions through collaborative behaviours. Alternately, compromise operates within a
distributive framework of negotiation. It is the cutting of a fixed pie to temporarily appease the
parties in a conflict. The idea of joining powers “without sacrifice” is certainly idealistic. This is
where critics of integrative bargaining place much of their attention. Follett’s concept of
integrative bargaining was highly criticized by realists, both of her time and throughout the 20th
century.

In all these definitions, integrative bargaining operates from the premise that
organizational conflict is an opportunity for organizational growth. Further, conflict is a
necessary part of this growth and through proper conflict management can be harnessed for the
benefit of all parties involved. It is a transformational perspective which draws on human
interaction and human learning.

The conceptual landscape from which integrative bargaining emerges begins with
Follett’s definition of conflict. For Follett, conflict is the appearance of difference. Differences
are to be valued for the opportunities they create. Difference, being a natural and regular
occurrence, thus makes conflict unavoidable. Depending on how one handles conflict, the
outcome can be either destructive or constructive. She concludes, that fear of conflict, or fear of
differences, is “fear of life itself” (Tonn 2003: 23).

Follett argues that integration is necessary for sustainable conflict resolution. In fact,
sustainable conflict resolution comes through the practice of “constructive conflict,” to which
integration is a key feature. “Constructive conflict” is the integration of difference, whereas
“destructive conflict” is the lack of integration of difference (Graham 1995: 71). To this, Follett
further added the idea of “progressive integrations.” As we progress through our conflicts we
become more and more developed and can access new, or more complex, levels of conflict
(Graham 1995: 72). Two key questions for self, and organizational, reflection are: What are your
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the facts and feelings on the table, in plain sight. The second step is to break the conflict into
parts and subparts, with each part analyzed for its substantive aspects in the conflict. This
analysis of the components of a conflict leads to an evaluation of the conflict. The third step is
re-evaluation. Re-evaluation involves taking the parts of the conflict and bringing them back
together into a clearly defined problem in which all parties in the dispute have their priorities
addressed (Graham 1995: 82).

There is a point of hesitation here. The process of integration outlined above is essentially
an intellectual process. Follett argues that the intellectual process of integration requires creative
intelligence. In addition, Follett explains that going through the intellectual process of integration
does not always produce integration or conflict resolution.

The other essential aspect of integration is in actual practice, that is, working toward
agreements through activities and regular daily interactions (Tonn 2003: 379). For example, two
employees have to complete a project together despite their conflict. They work together only
because of a shared goal to complete the project, and for this end they temporarily put their
differences aside. By the end of the project, each employee may discover that his/her co-worker
is not that bad after all, or that the conflict was not as large as originally thought. This is the
concrete aspect of conflict management in organizations, one that I believe is highly useful when
there is no time to talk, or when talk fails to produce results. Sometimes problems do not need to
be solved through dialogue, rather, they are managed through shared experience.

Integration requires awareness of power relations. Follett explains that the idea of
“balance of power” is one that falls under the concept of “power-over.” “Power-over,” as
opposed to power-with, refers to the use of coercion to resolve differences among individuals or
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was exposed to the work of William James, John Dewey, and Max Wertheimer, to name a few.
Education was central in Follett’s life: She was well read in many disciplines, and incorporated
studies from history, psychology, political science, philosophy, and the humanities into her
academic work (Tonn 2003:5). Follett graduated from Radcliffe with honours in 1898.8

In 1890, Follett took a study year abroad at Newnham College, Cambridge. It was at
Newnham that Follett received inspiration and support for her book The Speaker of the House of
Representatives (1896). She took time off from her studies to finish this book. Her reading list
for this project included books on economics, government, law and philosophy, and which
contributed to her appreciation of interdisciplinary academic research in understanding the larger
implications of her topics (Graham 1994: 189).

After graduating from Radcliffe, Follett was deeply influenced by her practical
experience working in Boston’s immigrant neighbourhoods. After observing the need for
community centers she lobbied in 1908 to have schools open after hours for adult education and
community services. By 1912, the proposal was approved, and Follett ran the adult education
program for many years (Fox 1968: 521).

Follett found that her experience lobbying for the extended use of schoolhouses created a
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Chester Barnard, born in 1886, in Malden Massachusetts, was an American business
executive and public administrator. He was best known for his work in the field of organizational
theory, and his publication Functions of the Executive (1938).

As a student of economics at Harvard, Barnard was influenced by the work of Max
Weber, Kurt Lewin, Vilfredo Pareto and Talcott Parsons – Barnard remained in correspondence
with Parsons well into his later years.10 These influences shaped Barnard’s image of the
organization as a system, and how this system is based on the cooperation of human activity. He
applied theories of Pareto, Lewin, Weber, and Parsons to the sociology of organizations. Barnard
defined an organization as: “a system of consciously coordinated activities or forces of two or
more persons” (Wren 1987:267).

In Functions of the Executive, Barnard outlines the ways in which managers must
contribute to the cooperation of human activity. The main pathways are through communication,
interrelation and the defining or purposes and objectives. Managers also have to contribute to
their organization through generating efficiency and effectiveness. With this, the organization
will be effective in meeting the motivational needs of its members (through tangible and
intangible incentives and persuasive authority), and efficient in meeting its goals.

This vision of the manager’s roles in the organization explicitly draws on the concept that
the organization is a system, and the functioning of the system depends on the relationship of its
parts. Further, the way to understand and improve this relationship is through communication.

The Combined Contribution

Although Follett and Barnard never engaged in joint publications, together they were
pioneers in organizational relations theory.11 Indeed together they contributed to a body of
academic literature that by the late 1930s was called the human relations movement. Barnard
was considered part of the early human relations movement (along with Elton Mayo); however,
there is debate over whether or not to consider Follett as part of this movement. Follett differs
from others in this movement in her interdisciplinary focus and her approach to conflict as a
potentially functional, or creative, element in organizational relations. Human relations theorists
were considered adverse to conflict (i.e., conflict was seen as disruptive to the system), whereas
Follett regarded conflict as an opportunity for organizational and interpersonal growth.
Nevertheless, the human relations movement has great significance in the intellectual history of
integrative bargaining, and will be discussed at greater length in the next chapter.

Follett and Barnard shared similar theoretical influences (i.e., theorists within the area of
Gestalt psychology and systems theory). Both undertook studies and research at Harvard, and
drew on similar theories in their work. Further, they both also took these theories and applied

10 Max Weber and Vilfredo Pareto (along with the significant contribution of Emile Durkheim) initiated the
distinction between mechanical and organic frameworks for sociology research (Wren, 1987: 169). This early
sociological distinction was central a principle of the human relations movement of the 1930s and 1940s.  I shall
spend more time on this discussion in chapter two.
11 I did not find any evidence that Follett and Bernard ever met.
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them practically in their work environment, thus allowing the full development of their own
concepts in the area of organizational relations.

Barnard did not explicitly use the concept of integrative bargaining, although the themes
and applications of his work led him in similar directions to Follett. The thrust of his contribution
to the intellectual history of integrative bargaining was in his concept of the organization as
system. This concept was central in Follett’s understanding of integration, and was a requisite to
its development.

1.3 Theoretical Underpinnings of Integrative Bargaining

The early history of integrative bargaining, lead by Mary Parker Follett and Chester
Barnard at Harvard in the 1920s, drew from turn of the century gestalt psychology, German
idealism and American pragmatism.

Follett was well read in the work of William James (1842-1910) and John Dewey (1859-
1952)
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pragmatic. The development and application of integrative bargaining in the schoolhouse
program was based on empirical research on interpersonal dynamics and organization growth.

With an understanding of German idealism, one can easily see the influence of Hegel on
Follett’s principle of integration. Hegel’s rational process of thesis + antithesis = synthesis is
evident. Both share the quality of tension of oppositions and the use of this tension to create
something new. The main difference between Hegel’s model and Follett’s is that the former
finds unification through a logical process whereas the latter finds unification through a
psychological process. For Follett, the process of integration was psychological in that it was not
only concerned with thoughts but also with emotions, needs, and desires (Tonn 2003: 275).

Johann Fichte (1762-1814), also from the idealism movement, greatly influenced Follett.
In his concept of subjectivity, Fichte believed that individuals were bound up in an interpersonal
network to which we are all committed. Fiche, and his concept of subjectivity, influenced Follett
in her thoughts on the importance of self-awareness and the rights of the individual within the
collective. These ideas became important aspects of Follett’s principle of integrative bargaining
and constructive conflict.

Follett was also influenced by the work of Max Wertheimer (1880-1943), in the area of
gestalt psychology. According to Wertheimer, “productive thinking” takes existing parts and
puts them together in new ways, to create a new entity. “Reproductive  thinking”, on the other
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time the work of other theorist overshadowed them. Urwick is credited with spreading the work
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world such as a economic problem, nor it there anything anywhere such as a psychological
problem. There are only human problems” (Tonn 203: 421).

Follett lectured at this graduate seminar. Among the attendees, were the prominent
Harvard philosopher Alfred North Whitehead, psychologist Elton Mayo (then undertaking the
scientific study of human relations in industry, at Harvard), Harold Lasswell (PhD in political
psychology from the University of Chicago), and Lawrence H. Henderson (professor of
biological chemistry at Harvard) (Tonn
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Gnatt is also known for his face-off with the well-known union leader, Samuel Gompers.
Indeed, scientific management was significant for the group of business owners who saw
unionization as a threat to efficiency. Gnatt believed that the “more, more, more” of organized
labor was an antagonistic force. Only through cooperation could they produce more benefits for
both parties (Wren 1987: 134).

Although scientific management is often seen as holding a fundamentally production
orientation, Gnatt’s “face-off” with Gompers highlights the importance of returning to what
Taylor called the mental revolution within scientific management. I find this is similar to
Follett’s belief that unions and management, when set in opposition (for example in collective
bargaining) are in fact working against each other and thus must dominate or compromise in
negotiations. Integration is not possible in an adversarial union management structure.
Integration requires that both parties transcend positions and observe the system as a whole and
their role in it. Further, Fisher and Ury promote a “focus on the problem not the people” as a key
factor in applying interest-based negotiations (to be discussed in chapter three). Follett advocated
what would today be termed "joint search" or "joint-conference" search committees to jointly
research the facts and values of situations. She was the first advocate of situation-search
(reflecting the concept of the “law of the situation”) models of leadership and cooperation (Boje
and Rosile 2001: 98-99). This meant the breaking down of barriers to communications between
groups within an organization, and the facilitation of conflict management dialogue (i.e., initial
steps on the path to integration).

Union leaders and some business owners saw the joining of powers between unions and
managers as a sacrificing of their own power. Union leaders criticized both Taylor’s mental
revolution and Follett’s integrative bargaining as anti-union concepts. Indeed, this was in line
with Marxist thought. From the 1930s to the 1970s, as the unions gained power, both the mental
revolution and integrative bargaining struggled with functional obscurity. Some business owners
also criticized integrative bargaining as an idealist concept that did not fit the competitive reality
of the business world.

Prior to the 1920s, the management ideology that dominated labour relations was the
distributive model. Characterized by the capital versus labour debate, this management ideology,
that is, capital and labour being two mutually exclusive categories, made little space for
democratic reforms in the workplace. Democratic reforms, as suggested by the followers of John
Dewey, required these two solitudes to unite (Kaufman and Gottlieb 2000: 537).

At odds in this labour versus capital debate were two opposing theories of organizational
relations. On one side was the Social Darwin movement (a response to Darwin’s 1859 book
Origin of Species). Business owners used Social Darwin movement as justification for a
competitive business model that asserted that the “fit” would survive, and the “weak” would not.
It was a domination or win-lose approach to business and negotiation. Taylorism fit into the
Social Darwin movement framework.

The Social Gospel movement (a Christian movement) served as a counter-point to the
Social Darwin movement. It stressed the human factor in business and society, that is, the
importance of employee welfare, and their inclusion in matters that affect their wellbeing.
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What became clear in the early 20th century was that there was academic interest in
integrative bargaining and that integrative bargaining could be a viable approach to
organizational conflict management. However, organizations were not ready to fully apply
integrative methods. Ideas of scientific management dominated the practical aspects of
organizational relations. The general approach to theories of organizational relations was that the
organization needed coordination and efficiency. Conflict management and resolution was not
the focal point of organizational relations.

Nevertheless, reflecting on this early history of integrative bargaining, indeed I believe
the 1920s were a favourable time for its study. The social and political changes of the 1930s
created increasing attention for distributive models of organizational relations, however,
scientific management and welfare capitalism together formed a grounding for the emerging
human relations movement. This movement would serve as an incubation period for the later
renewed interest in integrative bargaining.

Chapter Two: From the Mechanical to the Organic

When Mary Parker Follett died in 1933, the great depression and the decline of welfare
capitalism relegated integrative bargaining theory to the organizational subconscious. New deal
policies of the Roosevelt administration and the emergence of the Second World War put
organizational focus on a pragmatic path. Indeed, this was a favourable period for organized
labour, one that stood at odds with the integrative model of conflict management in
organizational relations.

Nevertheless, the theoretical gains of research into the integrative approach to
organizational relations did not go unnoticed. As mentioned in chapter one, the work of Ordway
Tead, Henry C. Metcalf, Luther Gulick and Lyndall Urwick contributed to the advancement of
research into integrative bargaining well into the 1960s.

Social research from the perspective of behavioural and organic models allowed for the
indirect growth and spread of integrative bargaining through the 1930s to the 1960s. Specific
examples of this are the human relations movement and the Hawthorne experiments. By the
1970s, theories of cooperation allowed for further indirect advancement of integrative bargaining
principles. Robert Axelrod’s research into unforced cooperation contributed to a greater
understanding of human relations and collaborative behaviour in competitive situations.18

Further direct research into integrative bargaining came from the areas of management
theory and negotiations research. These advancements are direct as they involve direct research
into integrative bargaining principles, and/or citations from Follett’s work. In the domain of
management theory, Peter Drucker’s consistent appreciation of Follett’s work from the 1950s to
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the 1990s contributed to a continued understanding of integrative principles in organizational
relations research. In addition, Blake and Mouton’s development of the managerial grid in the
1960s provided management theory with a map of leadership styles that displayed the
opportunities for, and benefits of, balancing concern for production with concern for employees.
Also in the 1960s, Walton and McKersie’s extensive research on behavioural models of
negotiation provided a concrete application for integrative bargaining in organizational relations.

2.1 The Human Relations Movement and The Hawthorne Experiments

From the 1930
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both Yale and the University of Illinois also opened research centers (the Yale Labor-
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the most well known publications on the Hawthorne experiments, Management and the Worker
(1939) (Wren 1987: 245).24

W. Lloyd Warner (1898-1970) was a professor of anthropology at Harvard University.25

Influenced by his experience with the Hawthorne Experiments and his appreciation of Vilfredo
Pareto’s work, Warner published a book focusing on Pareto’s teachings, Pareto’s General
Sociology (1935).26 This book was an important contribution to human relations research. He
was later instrumental in the development of human relations field at the University of Chicago
and the University of Michigan (Wren 1987: 279).27

Lawrence Henderson (1878 - 1942) was a professor of biological chemistry at Harvard.28

Like Warner, his social and biological contributions were influenced by Vilfredo Pareto’s ideas
of the social system.29 In turn, Henderson influenced many Harvard academics with Pareto’s
work, including Talcott Parsons and Elton Mayo (Tonn 2003: 430).30

Through their work in the Hawthorne experiments, Mayo, Roethlisberger, Warner and
Henderson highlighted the complexities of organizational life, and helped to popularize a
systems approach to organizational relations (Sonnenfeld 1985: 115).

The Hawthorne experiments unfolded in four phases. The first phase was called the
“illumination studies” (1924 – 1927). Participants were set to work while researchers
manipulated the lighting. The results showed that a worker’s output increased during the
experiments, irrespective of bright or dim lighting (Wren 1987: 236). The second phase was
called the “Relay Assembly experiments” (1927 – 1929). In this phase five “assemblers” were
invited to participate in the study. They worked in their regular environments for the first two
weeks, then moved into a special test room for the following six weeks. In the test
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In phase three, “the interview program” (1928 – 1931) was a plant-wide initiative to
gather information on employees situations. Employed in this phase was a conversational
method advocated by Elton Mayo. Many complaints were collected, and researchers found two
main themes for these complaints: m
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Alongside increased mechanical productive capacity, organizations grappled with
increased labour conflicts. During 1945 and 1946, U.S. labour strikes reached an all time high.
Organizations sought measures to restrict or manage the labour unrest. Hierarchical models of
organizational relations were the norm, but management’s ability to dominate their group of
employees was in flux. An increase in unionization led to a Cold War style balance of power
between management and employees.

Peter Drucker’s Contribution

It was in the 1940s that Peter Drucker (1909-2005) joined the ranks of the post-World
War II group of management theorists. Drucker’s work in management theory spanned decades,
affiliated with both New York University (1950-1971) and Claremont Graduate University
(1971-2002). He is well known for developing the concepts of “management by objectives” and
“innovation” (Drucker 2001: vii).

Along with other management theorists of the 1940s and 1950s, Drucker sought answers
the questions of organizational “function,” that is, the methods and techniques for organizational
success. Similar to Urwick and Gulick, Drucker’s interest in the inner functions of an
organization led him to look at management from a relational perspective. He looked at many
internal factors in organizational success and failure, including the labour-management
relationship and conflict situations (Drucker 2001: vii).

It was in 1951, while working on a project for the American Management Association,
that Drucker met Lyndall Urwick.32 Drucker’s project focused on conflict and dissent in
organizational relations. Upon reading Drucker’s work, Urwick introduced Drucker to Follett’s
work, which was complementary to the arguments presented in his project (Graham 1995:1).

In The Practice of Management (1954), Drucker introduces his concept of “management
by objectives,” a concept built on cooperative negotiation in setting objectives. In explaining the
joint process of setting objectives, Drucker draws on Follett’s work (Graham 1995: 9). In my
analysis of “management by objectives” I found Drucker’s explanation of joint objective setting
analogous�t
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organization “is” requires an examination of its conflicts – that is, what are the conflicts, are they
reoccurring, and what are the main themes?

In 1995, Drucker contribute
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During this time, prominent research into integrative bargaining came from the work of
Robert Walton and Robert McKersie. Their extensive research on behavioural models of
negotiation provided a concrete application for integrative bargaining in organizational relations.
Indeed, they build on the negotiations research of the time (i.e., negotiator tactics and
characteristics) to include integrative bargaining theory.

In the behavioural models of Walton and McKersie, the role of the manager expanded to
include negotiations. Their 1965 publication, A Behavioural Theory of Labor Negotiations, was
based on extensive observation of organizational conflict (from collective bargaining to general
interpersonal disputes). Significant theoretical grounding for their research came from Mary
Parker Follett’s work (Pruitt 1992: 298).

Of significance for this intellectual history of integrative bargaining in organizational
relations is how Walton and McKersie distinguish distributive bargaining from integrative
bargaining as they are among the few theorists to do this since Follett did in the 1920s.35 They
described distributive bargaining as a zero-sum approach to negotiation where parties take a
positional stance and achieve gains to the detriment of the other party. Alternately, Walton and
McKersie describe integrative bargaining as a joint problem solving approach that enables both
parties to benefit. Their method for achieving integrative bargaining agreements was through
joint problem solving discussions. Walton and McKersie’s description of integrative bargain was
later used in descriptions of “win-win” negotiating (Pruitt 1992: 299).36

Walton and McKersie played an important role in highlighting the place of integrative
bargaining in organizational relations. They showed that in conflict situations there are both
integrative and distributive aspects. I believe that their research proves how a joint problem
solving approach positively impacts negotiations. And, indeed, how failure to identify and
separate integrative and distributive aspects of a negotiation can lead to failure.37

The contribution of negotiation theory is fundamental in the development of an
understanding of integrative bargaining. In the 1960s collective bargaining and the union-
management relationship played an important role in framing new negotiation models. Indeed,
negotiation is a central element of both collective bargaining and organizational relations as a
whole.

cognitive revolution of the late 1970s, which in turn led to the heavy emphasis on behavio
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2.4 Cooperation Theory

With the development of a relationship-centered approach to management and
negotiation, research into theories of cooperation38 gained academic attention. Cooperation
theory emerged as early as the 1
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free to pursue their own self-interest without being forced by an authority to cooperate. To do
this, Axelrod applied game theory, specifically “the prisoners dilemma” game, to study
competitive and cooperative social behaviour.

Axelrod found that the winning strategy was the “tit-for-tat” strategy submitted by Anatol
Rapoport, a conflict resolution analyst.42 The tit-for-tat strategy is a reciprocal strategy where a
player’s move is influenced by their opponent’s previous move. It showed that a gracious gesture
from one party, if reciprocated, could influence the course of a negotiation toward a mutually
beneficial outcome. More often than not, cooperative play emerged from this reciprocal tit-for-tat
strategy.43 Axelrod concluded that cooperation evolves from small clusters of individuals who
base their cooperation on reciprocity, and have a proportion of interactions with each other. A
strategy based on reciprocity can survive in situations where mixed strategies are used.
Cooperation, once established, can protect itself from invasion from less cooperative strategies.

Cooperation theory contributed to a greater understanding of human relations and
collaborative behaviour in competitive situations. First, Axelrod’s interdisciplinary research led
to the proliferation of cooperation theory into various disciplines, both in the social and natural
sciences. Second, cooperation theory (and specifically the success of the tit-for-tat strategy)
highlights the importance of current interactions on future relationship dynamics.  Finally,
Axelrod’s research helped to develop an understanding of cooperation in competitive situations
that resulted in the promotion of relationship-centered organizational structures – thus picking up
where the human relations movement left off.

Reflecting on the period from the 1930s to the 1970s (i.e., from the early human relations
movement to the development and expansion of systems theory to research into management
theory, negotiation theory and cooperation theory), the dominant management ideology shifted
from a mechanical model to an organic model of organizational relations describes the shift into
this trend. Integrative bargaining theory fits into the latter model. By the 1970s, the general trend
in organizations was a relationship-centered approach to organizational relations and conflict
management.

Overall, the organizational approaches to conflict management were beginning to shift
from distributive to integrative frameworks. Further, in this period, integrative principles were
located in the realm of practical and realistic management approaches. Walton and McKersie’s
negotiation research, Blake and Mouton’s managerial grid, and Drucker’s management theories
brought renewed validity to Follett’s concept of integrative bargaining within organizational
relations. This validity would serve as the basis for the “win-win” era, which I explain in chapter
three.

42
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Overall, the win-win era is characterized by a movement toward cooperative methods of
negotiation and conflict management. I find that these methods share similarities with Follett’s
principle of integration, in particular the power dynamic of “power-with” – a joint approach to
power. What strikes me most in examining the win-win era is that it seeks to reconcile the divide
between self and other, as Follett prescribed in the integrative bargaining process.

From the philosophical perspective of conflict studies, I wish to draw on Paul Ricoeur’s
ideas of “Self” and “Other.” The cooperative aspect of negotiation is essentially promoting
reconciliation between “self” and “other” into a mode of joint problem solving. It is a
transformation to the perception of togetherness: if the problem is our joint focus, then united we
can face it. We can “combat” the problem rather than each other. Further, reflecting on the work
of Rene Girard, the cooperative aspect of negotiation has a mimetic quality. That is, each
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labour-management conflict resolution and administrative decision-making to bring about
positive relations.

Martin uses the term “integrative thinking” in leadership and management. In his book
The Opposable Mind, Martin explains how integrative thinkers start from a broad vantage point,
synthesize information, create new relationships between ideas, and move toward solving
specific problems while keeping the greater picture in mind (2007: 115).51 Martin outlines six
key features of integrative thinkers, which are elements of how to apply creativity to change
structures. The first three are an integrative thinker’s perspective on the world: (1) existing
models are our creation; (2) opposing models are to be leveraged; (3) better models exist though
they cannot yet be seen. The last three are an integrative thinker’s perspective about his/herself:
(4) I can find a better model; (5) I can wade in complexity; (6) I can give myself time to create
better models (2007: 115).

Martin’s integrative thinking approach is similar to Edward De Bono’s “lateral thinking”
approach to creativity and creative problem solving. De Bono sees lateral thinking as a process
that promotes the creative restructuring of established patterns in thoughts and situations. In this
example, adding “lateral thinking” to the application of traditional “vertical thinking” stimulates
creativity. De Bono shows that in lateral thinking, any way of looking at thoughts or situations is
just one of many possible ways. He argues, that it is we who impose the limits and boundaries,
and therefore we can change them (De Bono 1970).

Martin reminds us that applying integrative thinking in conflict management allows us to
use our creativity to push the boundaries of our thinking, that we define problems in order to
solve them, and we define structures in order to understand our roles and our world. These
structures and boundaries are flexible. Knowing this enables conflict to be creative.

Research on creativity is important in the current understanding and study of integrative
bargaining. Research into theories of creativity has provided a framework from which
organizations can use integrative bargaining in internal and external negotiations, as well as daily
organizational conflict management.

3.3 Conflict Theory

Of all the contributions to the intellectual history of integrative bargaining, one that
stands out in the mid to late 20th century is the emergence of conflict studies as an academic
field. Along with theories of creative thinking, research into conflict was a major contributor to
the win-win era and to the development of integrative models of organizational conflict
management.

The emergence of conflict theory as a distinct field made several important contributions
to the win-win era and integrative bargaining. First, conflict studies provided analysis and theory
on understanding conflict. Second, it promoted a shift in conflict perceptions and situations from
zero-sum (self’s gain is other’s loss) to nonzero-sum conflict (in which both may gain or both

51 This process bears likeness to Follett’s description of the process of integration.
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may lose). Third, conflict studies indicated pathways for parties in conflict to move in the
positive sum direction. Finally, it provided insight into the deep-rooted nature of conflict.

Cooperative and creative methods of conflict management in organizations grew out of a
growing body of research on conflict theory and negotiation theory. Scimecca and Kriesberg
figure largely in the development of conflict theory. Scimecca contributed to the understanding
that conflict management requires a broad spectrum of approaches and mechanisms (1998).
Kriesberg brought the idea of constructive conflict into conflict studies literature. The idea of
constructive conflict is based on the knowledge of how conflicts escalate, identifying the various
types of conflicts, unpacking approaches to understanding conflict, and examining conflict
strategies (2006).

Another well-known conflict studies theorist, Morton Deutsch, writes extensively of the
advantage of cooperative methods, particularly over competitive methods (Pruitt 1992: 298).
Like Axelrod, Deutsch found that in general, cooperative methods tend to maximize potential
gains of a situation. Competitive methods produce a clear winner, however, this winner profits
less from the encounter (in terms of substantive reward) than he/she would have if using
cooperative methods. With this understanding, it became evident that a mix of competitive and
cooperative methods are beneficial in workplace environments (Graham 1991: 154).

John Burton’s contribution to conflict theory is also of interest for conflict management
within organizational relations. Burton highlighted the deep-rooted nature of conflict (that is,
how conflict is a multi-faceted and multidimensional phenomenon that can have structural,
relational and circumstantial origins). Simply suppressing, avoiding or containing conflict will
not help in deep-rooted conflict. Indeed, it is through conflict analysis, understanding and open-
ended dialogue and interaction that one can find the deeper reasons behind conflict manifestation
and potential escalation (1996). Although organizational conflict does not always fit the deep-
rooted model, understanding the deeper issues (structural and/or relational) proved to be an asset
in sustainable organizational conflict resolution.

Another element in conflict management theory was research on conflict transformation.
In The Promise of Mediation, Robert A. Baruch Bush and Joseph Folger develop a concept they
call “conflict transformation”. Conflict transformation is about engaging oneself in constructive
change, going beyond distributive bargaining. Conflict transformation differs from a problem
solving approach because, instead of finding solutions to problems and generating mutually
acceptable settlements, it emphasizes empowerment and recognition as primary goals, not
settlement (Bush and Folger 1994: 41). Although Bush and Folger do not cite Follett, the concept
of transformation is similar to Follett’s principle of integration in that they both offer a key
psychological aspect. The difference, in my analysis, is that transformation emphasizes
empowerment and recognition, while integration emphasizes creation and growth.
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commonalities between disputing parties. Follett’s version of integration is about using the
tension of oppositions to create something new –what Putnam calls “conflict transformation.”

Indeed, the emergence and development of conflict management theory, conflict analysis
and conflict studies as a distinct academic field contributed to the new perceptions and
approaches to conflict in 20th century American organizational relations. Conflict theory builds
on negotiations theory, the findings from the human relations movement, and brought together a
wealth of resources from across the social sciences. Conflict studies, like management theory,
has interdisciplinary roots, and has proved valuable to integrative bargaining in organizational
relations.

3.4 The Challenges of Integrative Bargaining

I find that the challenge of integrative bargaining is in the divide between its intellectual
and practical history. The reconciliation of theory and practise requires a balance of micro and
macro level understanding of an organization’s needs. Integration, from a systems perspective,
like that of Follett, Mayo, and Bernard, requires a macro-level understanding of the organization
– one’s role in the larger organization, and the organization’s role in the larger society.
Integration, from a interpersonal bargaining perspective, requires a micro-level understanding of
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be able to negotiate and resolve the conflicts that arise from this increasing interrelationships and
interdependency both within and across organizational lines (Graham 1991: xiii).

Graham asserts that now more than ever, organizations must face conflict, and make it
work for them. Many of today’s organizations are “flat” and network based. Successful
managers require a variety of approaches to conflict management. In this structure, integrative
methods of organizational relations are an asset.  What is required is an attitude toward conflict
that enables an organization to face conflict and use it to leverage growth. Graham argues that
applying integrative bargaining to organizational relations is a way to achieve this (Graham
1991: 78).

Pathways for further research include development and analysis of frameworks and case
studies of applied integrative bargaining theory. However, the current economic downturn
signals a resurgence of political measures to support and rebuild the failing sectors of the
American economy. It will be interesting to see if these conditions provide a climate that
welcomes further application of integrative theories in organizational relations.

Conclusion

A historical theme clearly emerges in the past century of organizational relations.
Adversarial or distributive methods in labour relations have clear limitations, most notably in
sustainability. Conflicts resolved by distributive methods tend to re-emerge at a later point in
time, and in costly ways. This indicates the value of an integrative approach to conflict
management in organizational relations. However, applying an integrative approach this requires
a shift in organizational thinking, even ideology toward conflict management. Looking to history
the intellectual history of integrative bargaining in organizational relations is an important place
from which to frame this shift.

From this intellectual history of integrative bargaining, I wish to highlight three key
insights. First, conflict is both creative and destructive. Integrative bargaining introduces us to a
philosophy and practical approach to accessing the creative aspects of conflict, and opens greater
understanding as to why conflicts become so adversarial, and potentially destructive. Second, the
study of integrative bargaining shows us that there are more options available to us than we
realized when we are in conflict. With third party mediation operating from the premise of
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